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ESRA GETS INTO THE
FESTIVE SPIRIT IN STYLE

May joins ‘pooper’
party as Catalan
figurine

Barcelona.—Britain’s Theresa May
has joined the ranks of the famous
and powerful in Catalonia as a traditional Christmas figurine.
But with her dignity dented by
widespread condemnation of her
Brexit plan, she may consider the
recognition a mixed blessing.
The hand-painted clay statuettes,
known as “caganers” or “poopers”,
are depicted with their pants
down. The longstanding tradition
in the north eastern Spanish region
is for them to be hidden among nativity scenes, to be spotted by family and friends. The British prime
minister, along with a Ziggy-Stardust-era David Bowie, are notable
additions this year. See inside.

Sterling
pounded
over Brexit
fears

T

he pound languished near 20-month lows yesterday,
with reports that more politicians are calling for a second Brexit referendum doing little to force the currency out of a narrow trading range.
With British Prime Minister Theresa May facing deadlock in
parliament over her deal to leave the European Union and the
bloc offering little so far, calls for a second referendum are growing louder.
Against the euro, the pound fell 0.1 percent to 0.90 pence .
See Full Reports Inside Today.

May sticking up her
deal despite outcry
London.— British Prime
Minister Theresa May is
pressing on with her deal to
leave the European Union,
her spokesman said yesterday, rejecting calls for a sec-

b See Full Report on Pages 16 and 17
Inside Today.

ond referendum or to test
support for different Brexit
options in parliament.
After a tumultuous week
in which she survived a confidence vote and sought

last-minute changes to a
Brexit agreement reached
with Brussels last month,
May faces deadlock over her
deal in the British parliament. See inside.

Extra police to be on duty over
Christmas period: See Page 3

